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The Pirate Bay is the galaxy 39 s most resilient BitTorrent site.Q: How to make popover with images
in ionic angular I have a list item in Ionic whose content is updated by a remote service which

returns an array of objects. Inside the list item I have a button that calls a function that opens a
popover displaying the user's profile. What I want to do is load a picture inside the popover like this:
How can I do this? Do I have to set a image inside an array in the popover controller or in the model,

and then write a load image function to load the image and show it to the user? Any help will be
appreciated A: I was actually able to solve my problem. Basically I had a popover that I had to render

on the click of my list item button. But I had to modify the $ionicPopover service to return me a
template instead of just a reference to the popover's HTML code. Then I was able to add the

template of the image to the $ionicPopover and render it inside the popover itself. The part that sets
the image is: var popoverContent = ''; var iop = $ionicPopover.fromTemplateUrl('/img.png', { scope:

$scope, animation: 'ionic-loading-circles', loaderTemplate: true }).then(function (popoverCtrl) {
$scope.opCtrlr = popoverCtrl; popoverCtrl.setContent(popoverContent); }); And in the callback I
show the image: iop.then(function (popover) { $scope.opCtrlr.show(popover); }); Tag: 2 Cine I

haven’t been writing much on this site because I have been busy with work, so this post will be short
and sweet. I am excited to share with you all that I am planning on starting my own film blog on my
own website. I am a bit nervous and a bit excited all at once, mainly due to the two Cine posts that I

have already written. As the title suggests, the focus of this blog will be to cover American Horror
Story 595f342e71
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